
16083:  "driving  from  the  netherlands  to  sweden  going  through  all  sorts  of 

weathers and at last coming to a really beautiful djursholm where i spent my time 

with august enjoying the sun and only experiencing one day of bad weather before 

leaving again for the netherlands through an awful rain and finding quite a warm 

weather there and some cold weather later going with myrthe to the east of the 

country where she had to work at a museum only finding nice weather there after 

trying to be out in my morning run"

12102:  "again  news  read  on  the  internet  with  mostly  casualties  coming  from 

fighting in the middle east and particularly in yemen but also minor causes of 

death  around  the  world  with  few  natural  calamities  and  some  accidents  and 

collapses"

15071:  "quite  some  bad  air  inhaled  this  month  driving  the  car  from  the 

netherlands  to  sweden  and  back  going  through  polluted  germany  and  then  also 

breathing bad air in the netherlands walking outside of the city to buy things for 

myrthe and also biking with her to warehouse to look for constr4uction materials 

but most of all breathing very bad air while in berlin talking a long walk from 

alexander platz to neuköln at night with a lot immigrants driving old polluting 

cars"

17058: "still in sweden seeing a lot of flying objects and not so many nudes but 

quite some agitated figures with war related equipment"

04071:  "a  month  getting  my  hopes  a  bit  high  and  low  about  living  in  the 

netherlands nonetheless feeling good about my work there with the quantified self 

and feeling very good when in berlin meeting my colleagues also having recovered 

my morning yoga after many years feeling the endorphin contributing to my mood 

improved  also  by  an  important  presentation  at  the  hasselblad  foundation  in 

gothenburg where i got quite upset with a turkish artist but feeling nice spending 

time with august playing soccer and walking instead of going to school like in the 

old days and not feeling so good about going to italy to sign the contract for my 

land finding a depressing weather"

16084: "a nice weather to begin with traveling by train to berlin and then flying 

to a very sunny sweden finding only a few days of cold overcast particularly going 

to the hasselblad foundation in gothenburg also by train and then going with jacek 

to italy to buy an old barn and fields and finding a really terrible rainy weather 

particularly in trento where we had a lecture to at last coming to the netherlands 

to renovate the culemborg house finding very little days of sun but a nice and 

stable temperature to work"

18080: "experiencing a quite windy berlin to begin with walking as much as i 

could in between a conference with my department and then also experiencing a very 

strong  wind  while  with  august  in  our  djursholm  apartment  and  later  while  in 

gothenburg at the hasselblad foundation to then find very pleasant and almost



windless days both in italy where i went shortly to buy a property and to lecture 

as well as in the netherlands where i started rennovating our new house"

01142: "a month started in sweden fixing the small room for august and i and then 

doing little activities while presenting my work at the hasselblad foundation 

before going very shortly to italy to sign the contract for my new land there and 

then coming to holland and working very hard renovating our new house pulling up 

all the old floor and replacing the bad beams learning to use many new machines 

and also doing quite some brick work underneath all the new wooden pavement"

02134: "dreams affected by all the arrangements made to purchase my land in the 

alps and also by the buying of myrthe's house but particularly by a lot of the 

news watched in the evening with images of the immigrants coming to europe and 

other programs showing freaks and also affecting my dreams but finally getting 

quite affected by a lot of the renovation work in myrthe's new house making me 

very physical and dreaming long also avoiding a lot of the phones and computers 

usually erasing my dreams as well as dreaming frequently about driving the car 

after the moving and the using often of my van in the evening traffic"

15072:  "nice  clean  air  to  begin  with  in  djursholm  at  august's  place  also 

experiencing the traffic of expensive cars going biking and then almost no traffic 

while exploring the city of gothenburg during a conference at the hasselblad 

foundation to later go briefly to italy and experiencing a lot of traffic driving 

a rented car in the highway between trento and venice to quickly make it to 

holland and help myrthe renovating her new house breathing there both the dust of 

the old wood and the impregnation for the new beams of the floor as well as the 

cement i tried to mix wearing a mask but unable to avoid it completely like all 

the nails i have been sawing"

13102: "filming mostly in the beautiful higher plateaus of the alps next to my 

place walking across the pasubio mountains with myrthe until rifugio lancia and 

the also with august filming from the heigh of priaforá and later driving to the 

netherlands filming both utrecht and amsterdam but also the countryside during a 

bike ride with jason before driving to sweden and staying with august"

13103: "filming started in sweden during a walk with august and continued in the 

netherlands where i drove back and had the opportunity to explore amsterdam during 

a beautiful sunny day as well as the little town of coevorden where myrthe had a 

workshop before going together to deventer and later to berlin where i took some 

lonely walks before and after my department gathering prior my return to sweden 

where i have explored gothenburg during my conference at the hasselblad foundation 

as well as walking alone in djursholm and with august making him skip school 

during a sunny day"

11110: "very little trashed picked in the summer in the mountains and picking 

more on my return to the netherlands walking a bit around utrecht and then leaving



for sweden by car and picking some trash there"

11111:  "trash  picked  mostly  during  my  time  in  amsterdam  both  walking  to  a 

conference and taking advantage of a very sunny sunday without myrthe to cross the 

whole city from the outskirts to the city center finding a lot of trash mostly 

tourist related"

11112: "dirty trash found in berlin during a small department conference walking 

with my trolley from the station to the hotel in the center and picking quite some 

trash walking out to meet a friend in the very arabic neighborhoods and daring to 

pick there quite some dirty stickers and noodles bags"

12103: "many more casualties read on the news from islamic countries despite 

renovating our new house in holland without internet and reading only later on the 

news about a muslim attack on a russian plane and also about a big earthquake in 

already threatened afghanistan"




